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NEWS LETTER NO 40

Update  11/9/2014  Fussen
              From Nehargemund we had a one night stop over at Lindau 
on Bodensee (lake Constance). All you “pub quiz” exponents will know is 
where you can get a ferry to Austria.

Fussen is a very busy tourist area and for just one reason. 
Neuschwanstein castle. This was the first of king Ludwigs castles which 
he started in 1869 and the rooms were still not finished when he died 
in 1886 in 2ft of water in a lake with his doctor. We came here 3 
years ago but the castle was covered in scaffold so we didn't go to see it. 
So we went to visit this year. This is what it looked like this year, 
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This is what it should look like (taken from a poster in the shop)
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Like of the day
        The patience of a German bus driver.
We took the service bus from outside Fussen station. We were one of the 
first on paid our 4 Euro 40 and sat near the front, there was a huge 
mix of tourists mainly oriental getting on, the English speaking driver 
was great, “I quote”
No thats a train ticket,   it's 4 Euro 40.
No we don't take student cards,   it's 4 Euro 40.
No thats a travel document,    it's 4 Euro 40.
No thats a Japanese bus pass,    it's 4 Euro 40.
No there is no senior discount,    it's 4 Euro 40.
No thats a Korean I D card,    It's 4 Euro 40.
No we don't take Hong Kong dollars,   It's 4 Euro 40.
It just went on and on  Great Entertainment.

Food
         I had another day baking 1 in the Remoska and 1 in the combo 
oven.   Move over “Mary Berry”
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Update  15/9/2014 Natterer see (Austria)
            Natterer see near Innsbruck is one of our favourite places this 
is our 5th visit here.

There is a lovely 5 mile walk down the mountain in the woods to 
innsbruck where you can catch the free tourist bus back up to the site.

The famous Golden Roof in the centre of Innsbruck.
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As I have said before it's not all wine and cigars out here in E.U. Land.
Yesterday the combo oven died but the in house resident electrician soon 
had it fixed.
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Wendys Pics      Types of mushroom.
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